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Background
the second national popular education national workshop, funded by dvv international south africa, 
was attended by 30 participants. it took place at the Grail centre in kleinmond over 27 – 29 June 
2014. 

Building on feedback from the first workshop in 2013, this workshop focused on concepts and 
traditions informing popular education. it was structured as follows:  

session 1: introductions•	
session 2: traditions of popular education•	
session 3: popular education and the state•	
session 4: dreaming social and environmental justice; and•	
session 5: planning for action.•	

it used highly participatory methodologies, including icebreakers, small group work with galleries and 
collective integration of feedback from all groups, role plays and short inputs. 

astrid von kotze, derrick naidoo and vanessa reynolds of the popular education programme, and 
carme martínez-roca of the international Foundation for interdisciplinary health promotion were 
the primary facilitators of the workshop. other participants also assisted by facilitating many of the 
icebreakers and energy breaks. 

an optional evening programme included viewings of John pilger’s End of Apartheid? and the 
recently released Marikana: Miners shot down.

this report also includes a summary of the special impromptu input by influential visiting priest and 
economist, Filipe Fanchette.   
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introductions 
this session used three different approaches to allow for introductions: an icebreaker involving 
small groups learning one another’s names, a go-around where participants shared their names, 
organisations and places of origin; and a more detailed introduction by each participant using a 
resource or object that has informed their work as popular educators. 

participants consisted of 19 organisations and three independent individuals, based in four provinces: 
the eastern cape, Gauteng, kwaZulu natal and the western cape. the organisations attending 
the workshop demonstrated how popular education is used to address a wide range of issues with 
diverse audiences.

Focus areas included: 

using dance and drama as a tool for social mobilization and cultural activism•	
Building a children’s movement that values children as active agents of change •	
developing campaigns with learners to address issues affecting their education•	
Bringing positive fathering back into communities•	
working with women affected by harmful cultural norms and gender violence to develop collective •	
solutions
Facilitating groups reaching youth on key health issues (drugs and alcohol, hiv, reproduction) •	
affecting their lives
documenting the stories of veterans involved in the struggle•	
working with activists attending writing workshops•	
individual career development rooted in community with people who “don’t dare to dream or •	
who don’t believe their dreams will come true”
training popular educators for community- and youth-based work•	
developing resources for popular educators•	
using popular education with cooperatives•	
Facilitating community narratives of pain and transformation/helplessness and agency•	
structured programmes for popular educators to develop skills in adult learning and community •	
development (non-formal and formal courses, including literacy, certificate courses and post-
graduate qualifications)
using participatory rural appraisal tools to allow for equal participation of community members •	
on research projects
parent workshops to develop strong parent-youth relationships•	
using popular education methodologies to develop alternatives to violence•	
combining life experience and academic knowledge to provide for worker education•	
using popular education techniques to allow for creative and imaginative expression•	
holding popular education workshops using lessons from the past that resonate with the current •	
context to develop solidarity amongst workers.

a key theme that emerged during the introductions was the way in which popular education can 
work at any level, whether looking at society as a whole, working within communities or facilitating 
individual development. it was evident that popular education bridges these different levels to allow 
for analysis and conscientisation that crosscuts the levels.  
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the introduction session highlighted the fact that there was great diversity and depth of experience 
amongst workshop participants. a theme that first emerged during this session and which ran throughout 
the workshop was the energy which was created through the sharing in the workshop. participants 
commented on the good balance of the dynamism and enthusiasm of youth activists alongside the 
rich experience and knowledge of older activists, many of which have worked for more than twenty 
years in the field of popular education. in acknowledgement of their ongoing contribution and current 
relevance, popular education activists with a long track record were dubbed “recycled youth” during 
the course of the workshop. 

through allowing for in-depth introductions of participants, the introduction session also laid the 
foundation for plentiful informal discussions between participants outside the formal workshop 
sessions, such as during tea and meal breaks and during the evenings. this was a spontaneous 
demonstration of the fact that learning and meaningful exchange can take place in any setting, not 
only a formal learning environment. 
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traditions of popular education 

understanding tradition

this session began with a group-work exercise looking at keywords that participants associated with 
tradition. major themes that emerged from group feedback were: 

Culture, values and practices•	  that are shared or embedded (and may also manifest in 
behaviour, knowledge and resources) 
Collective histories•	  and shared heritages
Looking back at the past•	  to find ways to go forward
Popular education values•	  of listening, caring, believing and reciprocity Power, control 
and norms/rules, linked to security and enforcement
A tension between conservative and transformative values•	 : tradition as socialised 
and transferred or tradition as adapting, evolving and struggling for something different

the lively plenary discussion that followed group work highlighted a number of views about tradition, 
summarised here.  

“indigenous knowledge systems” is a more positive way of describing “tradition”. 

what gives rise to certain traditions? is tradition a response to a particular set of circumstances or is 
it an adaptation to changing circumstances?

it is not time-bound; it may change over time but is embedded in history. tradition is heavily influenced 
by environment: what is acceptable or the norm in one community may be forbidden or unheard of 
in another. 

the danger exists that unexamined assumptions and familiarity allow unhealthy traditions to be 
perpetrated. 

traditional practices are rooted in particular values or symbolic meaning. with the passing of time, 
there may be difficulties that arise from the actual traditional practice (for instance, circumcision); 
even so, the value underlying what may be a harmful practice still carries meaning. so we should not 
see traditions as harmful in essence since they originate to express shared values rather to restrict. 

often we assume that tradition is a feature of the global south but this is not true: it is a worldwide 
phenomenon. we are also inclined to associate tradition with communities in rural communities but 
not with those in cities: this is also incorrect. 

tradition is passed down in subtle, tacit ways. it’s hard to change it altogether but power dynamics 
can force evolution. there are many examples of traditions being influenced by the new, and then 
adapting and changing. 
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the river of popular education traditions
a short input on traditions in popular education highlighted the following three influences: 

paulo Freire’s approach, which has been adapted and used extensively by many different  groups, •	
including adult literacy, broader adult education such as regenerated Freirean literacy through 
empowering community techniques (reFlect), christian education influenced by liberation 
theology, including development education and leadership teams in action (delta) and training 
for transformation, and the Black consciousness movement. 
study circles and reading groups, especially marxist reading groups. these are akin to •	
scandinavian ‘folk’ high school, study circles.
radical education, such as the feminist movement and worker education. •	

using small groups, participants discussed the traditions feeding into popular education using the 
metaphor of a river and guided by specific questions. the groups then came together to build a 
collective river of traditions, summarised here and illustrated in the photograph below. 
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The sources /springs /origins: what are the different origins of popular education in 
south africa?  

the history of aggression, leading to oppression and resistance•	
the struggle for justice and liberation, informed by consciousness and ideology•	
the anti-apartheid struggle and mass movement •	
the working class communities’ struggle, starting before 1900.•	

the struggles in south africa were also linked to struggles on other continents and globally.

Currents: what are the main popular education movements/traditions in south africa? what 
contributing movements are there? 

paulo Freire:  
linked to black consciousness movement from the 1970s •	
influential in development of delta (1980s), training for transformation (1990s) and reFlect •	
(2000s)
strong influence in development of participatory rural appraisal and participatory learning appraisal.  •	

Faith-based movement from 1970s: 
resistance, linked to equality and justice•	
liberation theology as a particular strand. •	
Young christian workers and literacy classes were two manifestations.  •	

the civic movement in south africa:
June 16•	 th (1976), advice offices (from 1970s)
street committees (1980s), udF(1980s) •	
treatment action campaign and civic activism (1990s and 2000s).•	

collectivist labour movement: 
struggles around land (early 1900s) •	
workers’ education organisations with accountable leadership (labour and service organisations) •	
(from 1970s)
education with production (1980s); Fosatu (1980s)•	
cosatu from 1990s•	

other influences: 
Brecht’s influence on the cultural movement, especially drama •	
Gramsci from around 1980. •	

Features within the flow of the river (both enabling and obstacles): what key events 
have influenced the development of the popular education tradition in south africa?  what influence 
have they had? 

1980s: sadF, saps; lacom, sached, people’s education, people’s power; the student •	
movement
post-1994: the neoliberal democracy; rdp, government rhetoric; diluted ideology; stealing language; •	
individualism; BBBee; dilution of csos; emergence of ditsela and workers’ college

the stream has been diluted following 1994. neoliberalism has become the main stream. state aggression 
has increased again. there are more popular education organisations and more tools, but also less 
collective focus and less united action. there are competing theories: there are fewer organisations 
sharing similar ideologies. 
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Outflows: where is popular education heading? what future directions do you expect? 

in 2014, we stand at the delta of deceit. this is marked by individualism and individual interest; it •	
is also manifest in acts of violence, such as marikana.  the river is so polluted that it’s dangerous 
to fish in it.
social movements are growing as dissatisfaction increases. •	
Youth are trying to find a way to succor themselves now or to forge a future. the issues that were •	
present before are still here but this is a different generation of youth. 
powerful networks are operating through social media connected to youth.•	

popular education and the state 
this session provided an opportunity for participants to:

develop an understanding of theoretical terminology•	
interact with a model on how the state works; and •	
Begin to locate where their organisations position themselves in relation to the state. •	

developing a common terminology
the session began with groups defining a set of terms used in ideological and theoretical discussions 
about political systems. the words provided were: economic base; distribution; coercion; cultural; 
hegemony; hierarchy; exploitation; political; ideology; and democracy. Groups also attempted to 
translate the terms into at least two other languages. 

during feedback, groups identified that their task was difficult to carry out because some of the 
words do not exist in other languages. words often do not translate in quite the same way into 
other languages. translation can either reduce meaning or extend it but doesn’t always allow for 
exactness. people’s understanding of terms is also often context-specific.

participants often had slightly different understandings of the meaning of the same terms, meaning 
that we cannot assume how they are understood by others. in some cases, people may even use 
words without really knowing what the words mean. 
words describing concepts are linked to theory. Groups found they had to work at a higher level than 
simply translating individual words which were not theory-based. 

the groups came up with some useful suggestions of how to overcome the challenge of conveying 
a commonly understood meaning for terminology: 

sometimes it’s not useful to provide the word up front. rather explore the concept first by •	
unpacking it through story or illustration; and then find the word that best describes it. 
symbols or gestures that are more easily understood across languages can sometimes be used •	
instead of theoretical terms. 

Because of all these challenges with language, it is important to define the words we use for theoretical 
discussions and to check that those around us understand our language. 

power and inequity 
the terminology exercise was followed by a role play that demonstrated a situation of inequality. 
different participants commented on how they believed the situation could be changed to be fairer. 
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the role play also gave rise to numerous questions: 
what is the link between power, gender, distribution and redistribution?•	
who has the power to distribute at a large scale? the state? how does it do this? •	
how do things change in value through exchange?•	

this led directly into the next activity on the state. 

understanding the landscape of the state
this exercise involved groups working with words on cards of different shapes and colour. the groups 
developed a representation of how they saw the state and its relationship to other parties. 

the model that was used as the basis for this exercise was Gramsci’s notion of hegemony, developed 
in the 1970s. the facilitator explained that the model has been adapted over time to include new 
elements such as the gender struggle.  the model was constructed to first looks at the economic 
base comprising production, reproduction (related to consumption) and the environment. each level 
is used to raise key questions which link to the formation of three main classes with their different 
interests and influence.

the next level of the model shows two key structures which impact on people’s lives i.e., cultural or 
shaping structures and political decision making and the enforcementof structures. using arrows and 
various labels one is challenged to find and show appropriate power relationships.
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some of the comments that emerged from this exercise in the plenary session following group 
work were: 

the model shows people in particular economic and social class groups and shows how they can move 
their allegiance to other groups over time. For instance, people can switch allegiance from working to 
ruling class as they change the interests they represent. 

leadership and holding them accountable is critical. the model helps expose the mirage that 
leadership is neutral. also, the present tradition of democracy and mandates that existed in the 
1970s and 1980s has been seriously eroded. the union movement has equally been significantly 
weakened compared with its position in the early 1990s. Generally, union leadership and workers 
on the ground now have markedly different interests.

we often associate trade unions with the potential revolutionary activity but they were initially 
conceived to soften the impact of capitalism rather than to transform it. By nature, they were not 
designed as counter revolutionary forces.

some unions appear to have been threatened by the development of social movements and are 
often resistant to them. one of the reasons for this is that they have occupied the position of power 
and material influence and interest, and do not want to give it up. 

in our current context, the women’s movement, worker’s (production) movement and “greens” movements 
are all powerful but they are not integrating their work and demonstrating unity in action. although, there 
are small initiatives trying to bring them together. 

there are radical changes that have happened at the level of the economic base over the last 40 
years, particularly around the development of global economic alliances, the accelerated influence 
of information technology and the enormous reach of social media. we need to factor these into our 
analysis of the state. 

productive investment was the major means of making profits (capital accumulation) in the past but 
now we have economies dominated by shares (portfolio investment) which is very different. Financial 
transactions are literally in the air (through information technology and cyber-networks that are not 
explicitly visible). 

we need to find ways of expressing the link between workers work (point of production) and the 
communities where they live (point of life or reproduction). the key questions are: where are the 
workers living and what are the struggles within those communities? how can we map this out and 
build movements that are community-based? 

we also need to think carefully about who makes the decisions and where they get made. the state 
is all over: it’s not just in one place. everything is influenced by the state. For instance, community 
policing forums are state apparatus that are based within communities. so then we must look at what 
state apparatus we are associated with and the implications (e.g. funding) and how we change our 
relationship within the state. 
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the state’s political structures engage in high levels of regulation, not only through the military 
and intelligence/security: the state apparatus also enforces the state’s ideology through the cultural 
structures. so we also need to ask: if we participate within the state, under what terms and agenda 
do we operate?

You can say that you want to form a new movement but you will always be engaged with the state. 
we must also remember that sometimes communities make the wrong decisions. 

how can we identify our best position as popular educators? should we locate ourselves inside or 
outside the state?  some people say they want to be outside the state altogether. some say they work 
in the cultural zone. some say they work both outside and inside. 

as popular educators, do we have similar interests or do we differ? we need to try to find ways of 
conveying what is important to us and connecting with others who share the same views. 

under certain conditions, a small movement with big ideas can bring about massive change. we 
need to find what these conditions are and look out for them. 

in our current context (in south africa), participatory community-based work is not valued highly. in Brazil, 
the growing popular education university advocates for 30–40% of time on community-based research 
activities in comparison to our universities that are at about 4% of research using this approach. how 
relevant are our universities in terms of community struggles?
 

dreaming social and environmental justice 
this session aimed to allow participants to:

imagine the future as they would like it to be•	
work out what changes would need to take place to achieve that future•	
identify their own contribution in bringing a new future into reality.•	

the dream 
the facilitator shared the following: 

I had a visit last week. Someone came from the future and told me that in 2050 we have 
achieved social and environmental justice for all in South Africa. He brought a key technological 
innovation: these triangles. If you hold one in your hand, with your fist and eyes closed, you 
will be able to picture in your mind the socially and environmentally just South Africa of 2050. 
Specifically, each one of us will be able to see social and environmental justice in the communities 
and people we love the most.

Please take a triangle. Close your eyes, and for one minute picture in your mind images, 
words and feelings that describe the socially and environmentally just community which is 
closest to your heart.

participants then broke into small groups to share their own dreams, agreeing on images, words and 
feelings that they had in common. they then used drawings, words and cut-out shapes to form a 
picture of their collective dreams. in plenary, each group explained its dream to other participants.  
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how can the dream come into existence?
the question was asked: 
how do you think popular education can contribute to moving from the challenges we are facing in 
2014 to social and environmental justice in 2050? 

Groups then discussed two key challenges they are facing currently and imagined  one or two popular 
education initiatives that will contribute to overcoming them and moving towards their dream. once 
again, group members shared these in plenary. 

how will you contribute?

the facilitator then shared the following: 

The visitor from 2050 told me that each one of you played an important role in building up 
social and environmental justice in South Africa. To do so, along your life you developed 
different life and professional skills which contributed to it. 

Today we will think about 1 of these skills: The one you developed during the second half 
of 2014.

participants all worked individually on writing up their skills, then shared them with other participants. 
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summary of results from dreaming session

Dreams
unity; clean and fresh air, drug free people and places, food security, playing grounds, safe 1. 
spaces; green spaces.
Green areas with playgrounds; safe roads; clean rivers; kids learning in good schools; 2. 
quality housing for all.
unity of purpose; housing for all; green spaces; safe animals.3. 
happy people; bikes as a transportation tool; housing for all; green spaces; clean nature4. 
happiness; big spaces for people to live in; music; playgrounds; housing for all; green 5. 
spaces; celebration. 

Challenges Initiatives Skills

we work in silos
poverty
Balancing accommodation 
& food security
pollution & abuse of natural 
resources
teachers not in classrooms; 
learners not learning
lack of solidarity
loss of culture & 
intergenerational learning
mistrust
no dreams about 
alternatives
challenges in public 
education (health & 
nutrition)
social decay placing youth 
& society at risk
inequality
lack of unity

Youth conscientisation & 
organization
pilot projects on learning by 
doing
Joint education, greening 
of cities/buildings and food 
security
participatory research: 
mobilizing communities 
and campaigns around 
policy change around waste 
management and extraction.
all stakeholders in pe 
workshops - “each one teach 
and learn”
mass movement of youth
rendering visibility about 
challenges and possibilities
sacrifice for greater good 
(solidarity)
dreaming workshops
integrated popular education
transformative education & 
action: cultural; knowledge 
exchange; community work.
creative ways to challenge 
people & their current realities 
conscientisation
strong collective alternative 
vision

design learning materials
learn from every experience
improve social media skills (3)
Facilitate story telling
tell life stories using dolls
develop a deeper theoretical 
knowledge of traditions 
and practices of popular 
education.
academic writing
imagining new possibilities
tenacity
the ability to ask questions 
that: stimulate critical thinking 
and are a trigger to act
conflict resolution skills
recognize different methods 
and techniques of popular 
education for social change.
support/guide people to 
dream and imagine in 
concrete terms alternatives to 
the conditions they are in.
Be an experienced facilitator
online education skills
support communities on 
how to start and design 
eco-villages by using perma-
culture principles.
developing a better 
understanding of what stops 
working class people to do 
what is good for them
interpersonal skills
seek greater knowledge
improve isiXhosa and 
afrikaans.
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planning for action
the final session focused on: 

evaluating what had been most meaningful and practically applicable for participants during the •	
course of the workshop 
allowing participants to share contact details and discuss potential areas of collaboration •	
going forward. 

key learnings
learning how to check with myself about whether the work i am doing is giving me energy or •	
sucking my energy dry. i will ask myself this question every day. 
the passion, inspiration and steadfast commitment shown by older activists•	
Being in the presence of youth who have energy and such strong belief in their potential to •	
change their world. 
dreaming a different and better future as a real possibility: imagining that we are already there.•	
the humour and laughter; the spark and the special, unexpected moments and stories. •	
how important it is to imagine •	
how to structure the events in our society•	
recognizing that we can be proud of what we are doing. •	
the learning and connections in the unplanned sections of the programme. •	
making new connections to build a stronger movement to reach towards our dream of the future. •	

action for what?
overall, workshop participants shared a vision of a new equitable social order that is achieved 
through transformation. the message that seemed to come through during exercises was that there 
are parallel ‘currents’ and different pathways to reach this vision. 

next steps
participants reflected on how to keep making links going forward.  a key point that emerged through 
discussion was that it is important for popular educators to keep connecting collectively to combat 
being separate and individualistic. another critical point was that we can make our future come 
closer through living the hope, rather than waiting for someone to come and do it for us.

the last activity of the workshop before a written evaluation was ‘speed-dating’, in which participants had a 
chance to connect with other participants, discuss areas of common interest and exchange contact details. 
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input by Filip 
Fanchette
participants at the workshop were able to attend a short 
informal input by Filip Fanchette during a tea break. Filip 
is a mauritian catholic priest and economist. he served 
for many years on world council of churches as director 
of adult education. he has worked on the development 
of delta and training for transformation since 1977. 
he developed the dynamic model of society (a graphic 
representation of Gramsci’s work which formed the 
primary focus of the third session of this workshop) and 
the wheel of Fundamental human needs (based on 
manfred max-neef). 

the summary that follows attempts to capture some of Filip’s comments during his input. Filip’s 
comments have been written up as paraphrase rather than verbatim. 

on popular education
Popular education is not a religion with a church. We should be working for/in parallelism 
with others all the time. Popular education has a right to represent the diversity and breadth 
of humanity and the diversity of human experience. 

on our work as popular educators
I always ask this question: ‘In your work, do you feel you are lighting the fire or quenching 
it?’ Another way of saying this is: ‘Are you the drop of water on its own or the drop of water 
making up part of, and enriching the ocean?’ 

on what inspires me 
I say to people, ‘If you close your eyes, then ask yourself, “Why is it I do what I am doing?”’ 
If it is because you feel bad for the things that are happening to other people, then you 
should rather stay home. But if you feel, ‘I cannot achieve my role in life without being part 
of the struggle,’ then that is another thing. Then you can lose yourself [individuality]. So it’s 
a question of how far my own life purpose is linked with the struggle of others. 

on our relationship with communities
One thing to think about this: Do you hold the people you work with close to your heart? Or 
do you see them as people that you need to ‘bring on board’? A lot of the historical movement 
has been about trying to ‘bring people on board’, like the way the Trotskyites worked. 

on our relationship with the state
When we look at the question about our relationship to the state, we must ask whether our 
answer is for ourselves or for others. For instance, in India, there was a women-led campaign 
for the right to food. It was successful, and it is now in the [Indian] Constitution that everyone 
has a right to food. That is 670 million people who have been hungry in India who are now 
benefiting. But people have criticized this decision, saying, ‘The government is just doing it 
for the [next] election.’ But does this really matter? Amartya Sen defines poverty as the ‘lack 
of freedom of choices’. So if you can get government to change, then you should do it, rather 
than just leave the institutions [of the state] alone. We should continue to interact and engage 
wherever there is a possibility for change. 
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contact list
Name & Surname Organisation/Email address/Contact number

1 aaron ranayeke Funda education & training co-operative
aaron.ranayeke@gmail.com 
072 412 7760/ 076 236 6501

2 adam malebo adam.rhythm@yahoo.com
074 072 3827

3 anthea abrahams ex combatants association 
antheaa@telkomsa.net 
084 475 3072

4 astrid von kotze popular education programme
astridvonkotze@gmail.com
082 412 4464

5 carme martínez-roca international Foundation for interdisciplinary health promotion 
(iFihp) 
cmr@ifihp.org 
011 514 0512/079 259 9244 

6 carohn cornell ndifuna ukwazi
carohn@iafrica.com
082 690 1390

7 david elliot Boys to men
davide12@mtn.blackberry.com
073 490 8071

8 david Jeffery university of cape town (uct) - master’s student
davidgsjeffery@gmail.com 
072 861 4911

9 derrick naidoo popular education programme
communityhealing@gmail.com
073 781 9298

10 desmond mlatha workers college durban
desmondm@workerscollege.org.za
083 233 4532

11 Farrell hunter dvv international
f.hunter@dvv-international.co.za
082 212 7572

12 Grischelda hartman ditsela
grischelda@ditsela.org.za
021 959 2581 or 071 642 4359

13 kuki vivian nlovu workers college durban
kukin@workerscollege.org.za 
076 781 8611

14 lin helme share adult learning centre
lin@abeshare.org 
073 188 9540

15 linda cooper centre for higher education, uct 
linda.cooper@uct.ac.za
083 233 0989
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Name & Surname Organisation/Email address/Contact number

16 lynn stefano south africa reflect network 
stefanola@telkomsa.net 
082 374 2276

17 marcus solomons children’s resource centre 
marcuscrc@gmail.com 
072 468 2156

18 nolubabalo mgogoshe equal education
nolubabalo@equaleducation.org.za
078 665 0789

19 ntombizandile mjekula initiative participatory development
madaya19@nokiamail.com 
083 673 1681

20 ntshadi mofokeng equal education 
ntshadi@equaleducation.org.za 
079 1468 507 

21 phumla mbulawa Funda education & training co-operative
nombuyiselombulawa@gmail.com
072 7414 849 

22 shirley walters division for lifelong learning, university of the western cape
ferris@iafrica.com
082 416 1367

23 shula mafokoane  training for transformation  
tft@grailprogrammes.org.za;shula@grailprogrammes.org.za 
028 271 5153/082 566 3338 

24 thembi luckett popular education programme (traditions)
thembil@gmail.com
082 909 3203

25 theodora Galelekile lisolethu project
solethuc@gmail.com 
073 163 9722

26 vanessa reynolds popular education programme
vanessareynolds574@gmail.com
079 260 3131

27 vaughn John adult education department, kwaZulu natal university
Johnv@ukzn.ac.za 
083 775 1787 

28 vumile danile initiative participatory development
online944131@telkomsa.net;ipd@telkomsa.net
072 4511 527

29 Yoemna saint south africa reflect network
yoemna.saint@sareflect.org 
071 679 9752 

30 Yvonne sliep narrative Foundation
yvonne.sliep@gmail.com
082 498 9343
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contact us

9 scott road
observatory, 7925

cape town
south africa

tel: 00 27 21 447 4828/98
Fax: 00 27 21 447 4878

poped2011@gmail.com
www.populareducation.co.za

Supported by


